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c88_165509.htm 63) It leads the discussion to extremes at the outset:

it invites you to think that animals should be treated either with the

consideration humans extend to other humans, or with no

consideration at all. This is a false choice. Better to start with another,

more fundamental, question: is the way we treat animals a moral

issue at all?Many deny it. 64) Arguing from the view that humans are

different from animals in every relevant respect, extremists of this

kind think that animals lie outside the area of moral choice. Any

regard for the suffering of animals is seen as a mistake ? a sentimental

displacement of feeling that should properly be directed to other

humans.This view, which holds that torturing a monkey is morally

equivalent to chopping wood, may seem bravely "logical". In fact it is

simply shallow: the confused center is right to reject it. The most

elementary form of moral reasoning ? the ethical equivalent of

learning to crawl ? is to weigh others’ interests against one’s own.

This in turn requires sympathy and imagination: without which there

is no capacity for moral thought. To see an animal in pain is enough,

for most, to engage sympathy. 65) When that happens, it is not a

mistake: it is mankind’s instinct for moral reasoning in action, an

instinct that should be encouraged rather than laughed at. Section IV

WritingWidespread tobacco consumption has led to grave

consequences, yet the tobacco companies are still claiming that they

make a valuable contribution to the world economy.Write an essay



1) criticizing their view and 2) justifying your stand.In your essay,

make full use of the information provided in the pictures printed

below.You should write approximately 160 ? 200 words on

ANSWER SHEET 2. ORAL TESTPart AInterlocutor:1，Good

morning/afternoon. Could I have your mark sheets, please? Thank

you.(Hand over the mark sheets to the Assessor)2，My name is

...and this is my colleague ... He/she is just going to be listening to us.

So, you are ... and ...? Thank you.3，First of all we’d like to know

something about you, so I’m going to ask some questions about

yourselves.(Select one or more questions from each of the following

categories as appropriate.) 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题目
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